you can find links to all the files we’re using today at amyeberg.com/spwp
ON THE AGENDA

• The process of coming up with a writing sample
• Advice from UCSD admissions committee members
• Additional writing resources
• Review a writing sample
THE PROCESS

1. Select a writing sample
2. Get help
3. Revise
4. Revise again

START EARLY. This will probably take more time than any other component of your application.

YOUR GOAL: A grad school-quality paper.
THE PROCESS: select a writing sample

Should you use...

- A term paper or thesis chapter as is
- A writing sample you start from scratch...
  - Too broad
- A term paper...
  - Asks and answers a smaller question
  - May not be your best work
- A thesis....
  - Probably some of your best work
  - Broader engagement with the relevant literature
  - Closer faculty supervision
    - Is this faculty member a good supervisor?
  - Will it be done on time?
  - Can you extract a writing-sample length chunk?
- A paper you’re confident in vs. a paper in an area you really like
THE PROCESS: get help

Your team might include...

• A main faculty member
  • Get his/her frank opinion first
  • An independent study
• Other philosophy faculty
• Grad students
• Other undergrads
• Your university’s writing center
• SPWP
THE PROCESS: revise

Starting out

- You’re aiming for 12-20 pages
- Reread all papers you reference, and then read related literature
- Think: how do you turn a response to an essay prompt into a real paper?
- Make an outline (even for a paper you’ve outlined before, even for a paper you’ve written already)
THE PROCESS: revise

Expanding

• Your main task: deepen the analysis
  • Decompress (what assumptions did you take for granted? What explanations can you expand?)
  • Connect more broadly and deeply to the literature
  • Anticipate and defuse more objections
  • Expand the examples you have and offer more of them
  • Add a new argument vs. redevelop an old one

• Don’t try to do too much—what can you do well in 15 pages?
THE PROCESS: revise

Writing tips

• Don’t begin with a very general bloviating first sentence (“Since the dawn of time...”)
• Minimize technical terms, but explain the ones you do use, especially since the meanings you learned in class for them may not be universally accepted
• Choose quotations carefully, and explain them

Voice

• Write for a reader who is lazy, stupid, mean, and unsophisticated
• Don’t try to sound sophisticated—it may backfire
THE PROCESS: revise

Structure
• Make your thesis extremely clear early on, for the benefit of committee members who aren’t reading carefully the first time around
• Make your structure obvious, using connective words (“before,” “however,” “it follows that,” “on one hand”)  
• Add headings
• Be clear in your conclusion about what you have answered—and what you have not

Philosophical mistakes
• Category mistakes (“utilitarianism believes that...”)
• Flag your assumptions
THE PROCESS: revise again

- Expect to revise many, many times
- Send many drafts to many people (including SPWP!)
- Read it out loud. Does it sound conversational?
- Talk out your main claims with someone, especially with someone who isn’t intimately familiar with your paper
- Try constructing an outline of your paper using only your thesis statement and topic sentences; see if it hangs together
- Go through your paper sentence-by-sentence. Which ideas/sentences/words don’t you need?
- When should you expect to be done?
ADVICE FROM THE ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE

What makes for a good writing sample?

• “it is very important that candidates work with their supervisor and perhaps teaching assistants or other friendly graduate students to get feedback”

• “If two good, up-to-date philosophy professors at your school think your sample is excellent, admissions committees will probably also think it's good”
ADVICE FROM THE ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE

What should you write about?

- “should make a serious attempt at originality, being appropriately respectful of other work in the area”
- “it's better [usually] for applicants to choose topics that are related to what they are thinking about possibly studying”
- “were there references in the writing sample to the work of the people that the student in their statement of purpose were proposing to work with?”
- “is there a clear problem and solution?” “can they clearly formulate a problem?” “can they present and assess alternative solutions?”
What should your writing be like?
• “focused, clear, precise, analytically rigorous, easy to read and follow, and well-organized”
• “it’s really the ability to write clearly and concisely, along with analytical sophistication and a serious commitment to the discipline, that I am looking for”
• “make sure that the essays aren’t too long”
• “I think it's okay to send it with a cover letter acknowledging that it's over the requested length, an abstract, and advice about what sections (totaling under the requested page length) can be read, in conjunction with the abstract, as a stand-alone sample”
• “it should not contain any grammatical errors, typos, etc.”
• “use precise language to express abstract thoughts”
How do I read it?

- “titles, abstracts, first and last paragraphs, and bibliographies are read carefully; the rest is skimmed or dipped into at the initial stages”
- “I'm one of the odd ones who don't pay so much attention to writing samples unless they are really terrible or brilliant since I feel so much otherwise depends on the teaching and mentoring the student has received”
- “two writing samples could lead to split decisions”
- “admissions committees do make allowances for students who, for one reason or another, cannot be expected to be familiar with a great deal of previously published material (e.g., they aren’t philosophy majors)”
RESOURCES FOR WRITING

• Know how you write
  • The Pomodoro technique
• Style, Joseph M. Williams
• A campus writing center
• Some internet resources
  • On philosophy papers
    • Jim Pryor, “Guidelines on Writing a Philosophy Paper,”
      www.jimpryor.net/teaching/guidelines/writing.html
    • Douglas Portmore, “Tips on Writing a Philosophy Paper,”
      http://www.public.asu.edu/~dportmor/tips.pdf
  • On applying to grad school
    • David Brink (SPWP director!), “Graduate Study in Philosophy,”
      http://davidobrink.com/graduate-study-philosophy
    • Eric Schwitzgebel, “Applying to PhD Programs in Philosophy,”
RESOURCES FOR WRITING: scrivener
RESOURCES FOR WRITING: zotero

![Image of Zotero interface with a bibliography import from Wikipedia](image source: wikipedia.org)
RESOURCES FOR WRITING: mendeley

image source: mendeley.com
RESOURCES FOR WRITING: \LaTeX

\documentclass[12pt]{article}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\title{\LaTeX}
\date{}
\begin{document}
\maketitle
\LaTeX{} is a document preparation system for the \TeX{} typesetting program. It offers programmable desktop publishing features and extensive facilities for automating most aspects of typesetting and desktop publishing, including numbering and cross-referencing, tables and figures, page layout, bibliographies, and much more. \LaTeX{} was originally written in 1984 by Leslie Lamport and has become the dominant method for using \TeX{}; few people write in plain \TeX{} anymore. The current version is \LaTeXe{}.

\textit{* This is a comment, not shown in final output.}
\textit{* The following shows typesetting power of \LaTeX:}
\begin{align}
E_0 &= mc^2 \\
E &= \frac{mc^2}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{v^2}{c^2}}} \nonumber
\end{align}
\end{document}
REVIEW A WRITING SAMPLE
QUESTIONS?

my email address: aeberg@ucsd.edu
workshop materials available at:
amyeberg.com/spwp
let SPWP know if: you want us to review your writing sample!